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Introduction
A popular quote that many business leaders can relate to is: “Work on your  
business, not in your business.” It’s a phrase that owners specifically  
appreciate as it helps them stay focused on leading as opposed to doing.

One component of working on your business includes business transition planning. 
Specifically, identifying potential partners or buyers of your business can help to 
guide your long-term personal planning and goal development.

There are so many important factors to consider, and we created this guide to  
provide some basic expectations and subtle guidance and recommendations to 
help business owners who are ready to map out their own business transition plan.

 

Four Common Scenarios
When it comes to ownership transition plans, no two situations are exactly the 
same. While this is not an all-encompassing list, we have worked with numerous 
companies over the years, and have identified four common scenarios: 
 
Owner stays involved, and takes on a Strategic partner

The owner has grown the company as far as they can or desire, and could be 
looking for an infusion of capital to expand into additional markets, create a new 
product line, or expand and improve the management team. 

Additionally, the owner(s) are ready to reap some return on their existing invest-
ment, and still have an interest in staying involved in running the business. 
 
Owner preparing for retirement, no obvious person to succeed 

The owner is approaching their desired retirement age and wants to start thinking 
about what they’re going to do with the company. However, in this scenario, there 
are no family members or experienced employees who are part of the day-to-day 
operations that seem like obvious people the owner could approach about an 
ownership transition.

The owner is seeking guidance about what they should do to begin to prepare 
themselves to be attractive to an outside investor or buyer.
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Owner preparing for retirement, family or senior management will succeed

The owner is approaching their desired retirement age and wants to start mapping 
out a transition plan to family member(s), senior management member(s), or  
possibly a combination. 
 

Family member(s)

From our experience, in this case there is typically very little communication 
that has taken place between the owner and the family member(s) so there 
are expectations that have to be set.

Often, the owner’s child(ren) think the parent is simply passing the business 
to him/her/them, but from the parent’s perspective, they expect to get 
some financial benefit from what they have invested/put into the business.

Senior Management member(s)

This can be an easier transition, but the challenge is finding competent and 
willing senior management member(s) who are financial able to purchase 
the company. 

  

In either situation, there are multiple solutions, including gifting, owner financing, 
buyer sourced financing, or even debt created for the company to transition owner-
ship can be discussed. 
 
Owner dissolves the company

This scenario is the most rare. After spending years building up value, most owners 
seek to capitalize on their hard work and realize a financial gain. 

But, in some cases, the business owner decides to wind the company down and 
dissolve all assets. 
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Tip: Minimizing Tension
Having a trusted third party involved who can aid in the  

discussion between family members and/or senior  
management members who are actively involved in the  

current business typically adds a lot of value and  
minimizes emotions and potential for huge  

misunderstandings and tension in those relationships.
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Business Transition Process
As mentioned at the beginning, no two situations are exactly the same. But in the 
spirit of setting expectations, here is an outline of the overall business transition process.

Tip: Setting Expectations
Before you start, it’s critical that the owner(s) has set 

some expectations about the transition process. In an owner’s 
dream scenario, you create and grow a business, decide to 

exit, and then cash out when you are ready to retire and/or 
move onto another venture. Sounds simple, right?

The reality is that every owner, regardless of the circumstances, 
will face challenges throughout the transition process. 

Not being able to identify the proper buyer, not getting the 
desired purchase price, the process taking much longer 

than expected, having to start/re-start negotiations, and 
misunderstandings and miscommunications about intentions 

are extremely common. 

Having an experienced professional leading the process can 
add a lot of value, and help create smooth transaction.

Independent  
Valuation

Scenario 
Assessment

Qualifying
Potential 

Buyers
Negotiations Closing

0
YEARS

1-2
years

2-3
years

TIMELINE

Tip: Get financial 
statements in order prior 

to conducting the  
independent valuation.  

It’s like staging a  
house for sale.

Tip: Begin setting  
expectations and prepar-

ing potential buyers.

Tip: Have patience 
and have your thresholds 
and potential scenarios 
documented for easy 

reference.

Tip: Start no later than 
three years out from your 

desired exit.

Tip: Develop reports (market analysis, key metrics) that the potential buyer would find valuable.
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 Step 1: Independent Valuation
The owner should hire a firm to do an independent valuation, which is designed to 
help set a marker for the owner (typically some multiple of EBITA, based on an industry 
standard for the business. If there are valuable assets such as patents or trademarks, 
separate valuation will be necessary to arrive at an estimated value for the enterprise . 

Step 2: Scenario Assessment
The CPA firm will create various transition models for the owner to review, including 
the income tax effects under the different scenarios. There will be pros and cons for 
each scenario, and an experienced team of professionals (CPA, attorney, etc.) can 
help to set appropriate expectations for each model. 

It’s critical for the owner(s) to really take time to think through their personal goals, and 
evaluate best-case and worst-case scenarios. This is another area where an experienced 
professional with a strong grasp of the owner’s goals and personal financial standing will 
not only help in the assessment of the pros and cons for each scenario, but also in giving 
specific recommendations about the thresholds that make the most sense for the owner(s).

Examples of things for the owner(s) to think about: 

• Will you be able to buy that retirement property that you want and have the 
financial resources to carry that property? 

• What standard of living will you be able to maintain after the sale?
• Will there be enough to cover health care and potential long term assisted care 

living expenses?
• Will this sale leave me with an estate/financial legacy that I can leave to my children? 
• What level of “gifting” or owner financing should you consider?
• What is a maximum and minimum valuation price (net of income taxes) you 

would consider?
• Assuming a sale, how should the owner invest the net proceeds to accomplish 

post sale financial goals?
• Is the owner prepared for the likelihood that others will find out that there may be a 

transition of ownership of the company or that the company is actively seeking buyers?

Tip: Quality In, Quality out
A potential buyer will likely employ a due diligence team to 

complete their own valuation starting the examination of the 
financial statements that the Sellers CPA firm prepared historically. 
The more current and complete those statements are more confident 

the buyer will have with the financial status of the seller and the 
faster the buyer review process can be accomplished. 
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Step 3: Qualifying and Engaging Buyers
Once an owner has a strong grasp on the valuation, potential transaction scenarios, and 
also their deal thresholds, they can begin qualifying and engaging potential buyers.

Negotiations can be time-consuming and also stressing on relationships with potential 
buyers, so it’s important to set criteria that helps pre-qualify buyers. This is another area 
where an experienced professional can help.

From advice on setting the criteria, guidance on the proper ways to have conversations 
with family, management team, or potential 3rd party buyers, every step is critical.

Examples of criteria that need to be  discussed with potential senior  

management or family members involved in the business include: 
• What level of interest do you have in owning all of part of this business?
• Are you in a financial position to gather the resources to purchase the business? 
• Does the timing of the owner’s exit date align with the potential buyer’s  

desired timing?
 

Step 4: Negotiations
This can often be the lengthiest and potentially most frustrating step in the transition 
process. An attorney should start with a confidentiality agreement and also be prepared 
to discuss with the seller potential terms and financial expectations for review and 
presentation to the potential buyer. At this point, both sides need to determine if 
there is a “go/no-go” on proceeding further.

If there is interest from  both the seller and buyer to move forward then the due 
diligence part of the process can begin. The sellers team of professionals can help 
guide the seller as discussions proceed, and again there will be a points along the 
way that there will be times of “go/no-go” in terms of advancing conversations with 
the potential buyer.

Tip: looking at the opposite point of view
Since each side on this transaction will have different  

considerations, the owner(s) should also look at the transaction 
from the buyer’s point of view. Having a firm grasp on the pros  

and cons gives the owner(s) valuable insight to consider  
during negotiations.  
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Step 5: Closing 
Once the contract is negotiated and finalized, there will be a final review and 
preparation for closing the transaction. Any final considerations or concerns of the 
seller need to be resolved at this time. 

For many situations, it is important that the owner (who just sold the business) 
continues with some post-transaction counseling on lifestyle expectancies,  
market risk, risk tolerance, and asset allocation. 

Conclusion
There are so many critical steps in a business transition plan that can make the 
difference between success and potential failure. 

The experienced team at Reynolds and Associates, PLLC, a Houston-based CPA 
firm is positioned to help lead owners through this process.

For more information, please contact our office:

Gene Reynolds, CPA
Founder and President
Office Phone: 713-316-4562  | Email Address: GReynolds@ReynoldsCPAFirm.com

Tip: proper legal representation
An owner has a lot at risk, so it’s important to choose counsel 

with significant experience in handling transition transactions. 
This will potentially be the largest and most important  

transaction that the seller has conducted and requires that  
the seller be well represented.

There is an essential negotiation item that can have a significant 
impact on the sellers after tax proceeds. Typically the buyer will 
want to allocate the purchase price of the transaction to assets, 

etc. that result in income tax deductions, depreciation and  
amortization to the buyer. However, the seller will pay a higher 
income tax on the transaction if he/she agrees to this sort of  

allocation. The seller will want to ensure that his  
representatives in this transaction have significant experience in 

this area so that the seller’s financial objectives are achieved. 




